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ABSTRACT
High-quality network traffic measurements from realistic network
deployments are crucial to analyze and better understand emerging
network technologies for the purpose of maturing them. However,
achieving this measurement goal for the Named Data Network-
ing (NDN) protocol remains a challenge mainly due to the lack
of real-world deployments. To address this gap, we have created
a dataset of NDN traffic traces and a software toolkit for captur-
ing, analyzing, and replaying these traces. Our dataset, obtained
directly from the real routers of the official NDN testbed, is the first
non-synthetic dataset of this scale openly available to the research
community. This paper presents the dataset and the tools, discusses
its properties, and shares insights applicable to other NDN research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network experimentation; Network measure-
ment; Network layer protocols; Wide area networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Named Data Networking (NDN) [46] is a next generation Internet
architecture that has garnered significant attention and exploration
over the past decade. Despite the relatively long past, there is a
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distinct lack of open datasets that can be used for NDN research
and experimentation. The lack of open datasets containing realistic
NDN traffic traces poses a considerable challenge for researchers
and practitioners looking to experiment with and evaluate NDN’s
capabilities, thus hindering its adoption. Without realistic packet
traces, one cannot strongly demonstrate the benefits of NDN de-
ployment for real-world use cases.

Our work aims to bridge this crucial gap by providing a com-
prehensive and publicly available NDN traffic dataset. The initial
version of this growing dataset consists of 21 hours of NDN packet
traces spanning 7 different scenarios, and encompassing an exten-
sive volume of 320GiB of traffic representing more than 108 million
packets. This dataset is collected on the official NDN testbed [27].
It is worth highlighting that the NDN testbed stands as the most
proximate representation of an authentic, real-world NDN ecosys-
tem presently accessible to us. While its scale is limited, the testbed
carries real application and background traffic and has rich connec-
tivity across geographical regions. By offering researchers access to
such data-rich repository, we hope to empower them to explore and
investigate NDN’s true potential, enabling more accurate evalua-
tions with reproducible results and fostering innovation in the NDN
ecosystem. Our preliminary analysis of the traces demonstrates the
effectiveness of NDN’s in-network caching and provides insights
into the statistical distribution of name length, InterestLifetime,
FreshnessPeriod, and HopLimit values.

Along with the raw dataset, we also provide a comprehensive
set of tools and scripts to support the utilization of the dataset in
NDN research (see Appendix A for the full list). These tools include
an efficient NDN traffic dumping tool with online compression and
anonymization features, ensuring privacy and scalability of the
collected data. Additionally, we offer a collection of programs for
analyzing NDN traces, extracting packet-level metrics, and visu-
alizing the findings. Lastly, we present a pair of proof-of-concept
consumer/producer applications designed for the ndnSIM simu-
lator [24], enabling controlled experimentation with the traces.
Researchers can leverage these applications to replay NDN packet
traces, facilitating in-depth investigation and evaluation of the pro-
tocol’s behavior and performance.

Through these contributions, we aspire to not only fill the void of
NDN traffic datasets but ultimately aim to accelerate the adoption
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Figure 1: NDN testbed in North America.

and realization of NDN’s potential, paving the way for a more
efficient, secure, and content-centric Internet.

2 MOTIVATION AND RELATEDWORK
The potential benefits of NDN have attracted significant interest
from researchers and practitioners in the networking field. How-
ever, the scarcity of NDN deployments in production networks
limits the availability of real-world data for performance evalua-
tions. Synthetic traffic or traffic patterns derived from IP traces
provide very limited insights, hampering the development of effi-
cient networking solutions.

There are numerous works that investigated NDN for different
networking use cases. These include the Internet of Things [2, 21, 31,
34, 48], video streaming [8, 9, 37, 38], content delivery networks [12,
13, 43], real-time video [14, 15, 22], scientific datasets [5, 11, 35, 45],
network monitoring [17, 29, 30], and other applications [20, 23, 32,
36]. These solutions adopt various methods to acquire and publish
packet traces for NDN research. Some rely on IP traffic from existing
networks, capturing and potentially converting it to NDN traffic for
analysis. Although these solutions provide readily available packet
traces, they are not NDN-based and require additional effort to
interpret the results. On the other hand, there are approaches [8, 9,
13, 35] that use native NDN networks to generate the data traces.
While these solutions contribute valuable insights to NDN research,
they do not provide a comprehensive set of standardized NDN
traces for broader experimentation and evaluation.

To address this need, we have developed a comprehensive toolkit
to generate and capture NDN traffic. Leveraging the global NDN
testbed [27] for packet transport and NSF’s FABRIC [6] testbed
to deploy NDN applications, we have collected a valuable dataset
of NDN traces. In this paper, we present our toolkit and describe
the dataset’s composition and potential applications for research.
By sharing this dataset with the community, we hope to promote
further analysis and performance studies of NDN networks.

3 METHODOLOGY
The NDN project operates a worldwide research testbed [27] which,
as of June 2023, has 16 routers and 27 links across 10 countries and
4 continents. It operates as an overlay network interconnected via
UDP tunnels over the IPv4 Internet. Each router runs the NDN
Forwarding Daemon (NFD) [4], the NDN Link State Routing (NLSR)
daemon [19], and the nginx server for accepting WebSocket con-
nections over HTTPS. Anyone can connect to the NDN testbed via
UDP or WebSockets.

We installed traffic dumpers (section 3.2) on four testbed routers
in North America (fig. 1) and collected traffic traces over a duration
of 3 hours every day for 7 days in May-June 2023. At the same time,
we ran two real NDN applications (section 3.1) developed by the
community, to supplement existing traffic from NLSR and other
testbed users.

3.1 NDN Applications for Realistic Traffic
Generation

Although the global NDN testbed is a public network that may be
used by anyone, its adoption is limited and the traffic volume is
usually low. To increase the volume of traffic, we ran two NDN
applications, file transfer and video streaming, on virtual machines
provided by NSF’s FABRIC testbed [6]. Our traffic traces contain
the traffic generated by these applications, as well as existing traffic
from NLSR and other testbed users.

3.1.1 File Transfer Application. The file transfer application em-
ploys NDN-DPDK [40] as the producer and the NDNc client [45] as
the consumer. The producer node runs an NDN-DPDK forwarder
and an NDN-DPDK file server. The forwarder opens a UDP socket
toward a testbed router and periodically sends prefix registration
commands for the prefix /fileserver.{random-number}. The file
server process connects to the local forwarder via memif transport.

Eight files, with sizes ranging from 1 MiB to 2 GiB, are placed
on an NVMe drive on the file server. Each file is named after
the producer’s prefix followed by the file size, e.g., /fileserver.
1685589141/500M.bin. Upon receiving an Interest for a file seg-
ment, the file server replies with a Data packet containing the
requested portion of the file, which is up to 6 KiB in length. The
Data packet can then be cached at the local NDN-DPDK forwarder
as well as other NDN routers in the network.

The consumer node runs an NDN-DPDK forwarder and an NDNc
file transfer client. The forwarder opens a UDP socket toward an
NDN testbed router and sets it as the default route. The NDNc file
transfer client connects to the local forwarder via memif transport
and retrieves files of random sizes at random intervals. File retrievals
use the AIMD congestion control algorithm.

3.1.2 Video Streaming Application. The video streaming applica-
tion employs NDN-DPDK as the producer and the NDNts adaptive
video player [38, 39] as the consumer. The producer setup is the
same as the file transfer application, except that the producer pre-
fix is changed to /videoserver.{random-number} and the NVMe
drive contains video files pre-encoded in DASH format [1]. We pre-
pared seven videoswith durations between 1minute and 30minutes.
Each video is named after the producer’s prefix followed by the
video duration, e.g., /videoserver.1685589712/10-min.mp4.

The consumer node runs the NDNts video player in a head-
less Chromium browser controlled by Puppeteer [42]. Our script
launches the browser, opens the web-based video player, connects
to a testbed router via WebSocket, plays a specified video, and
finally closes the browser upon playback completion or timeout.

Each DASH video is encoded into hundreds of “video segment”
files. While playing a DASH video involves retrieving these files,
it differs from file transfer in that: (1) the video player can switch
to a higher or lower video resolution based on measured available
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Figure 2: Router software with traffic dumper.

bandwidth; (2) each individual file retrieval adopts a CUBIC-like
congestion control algorithm, instead of the AIMD algorithm.

3.1.3 NLSR Routing. NLSR [19], operating in hyperbolic routing
mode [18], provides routing across the testbed network. It operates
as anNDN application that runs on every testbed router, exchanging
routing information with adjacent routers via Interest and Data
packets, and controlling the local NFD forwarder via management
commands.

NLSR instances exchange HELLO packets between adjacent nodes
to detect link state. They collectively run the PSync [47] data syn-
chronization protocol to establish a common view of an “LSDB”
dataset that describes the name and hyperbolic coordinates of each
router as well as what prefixes are advertised, which allows each
router to compute the routing table accordingly. In PSync, each
node periodically sends a multicast Interest that contains a digest
of the current dataset contents. In the steady state, this Interest
would not be answered and would eventually time out. This In-
terest is replied to only if an NLSR instance wants to update the
dataset (e.g., advertise a new prefix), in which case the reply will
contain the name of a separate Data packet that carries the full
update. After that, other NLSR instances will send regular Interests
to retrieve the full update and may send additional Interests to fetch
the certificates required to validate Data signatures.

Our traces include the routing traffic between NLSR daemons on
different hosts, but exclude the management commands between
NLSR and the local NFD. While these commands happen to use
Interest-Data exchanges, they are not transmitted over a network
link, but are instead used as a form of secure inter-process commu-
nication. This kind of management plane traffic is comparable to the
netlink messages sent to/from the Linux kernel, and we therefore
consider it out of scope for this work.

3.2 Traffic Capturing
We developed a traffic dumper, ndntdump, for capturing NDN pack-
ets traversing an NDN testbed router. ndntdump can either capture
Ethernet traffic from network interface cards via an AF_PACKET
socket, or read packet traces from PCAP files created by other tools
such as tcpdump. For each Ethernet frame, ndntdump performs up
to three online processing steps (the second and third steps can
optionally be disabled).

(1) NDN packet extraction. The Ethernet frame is decoded
into protocol layers using the powerful GoPacket [7] library. If a
valid NDN or NDNLPv2 packet [26, 28] is found in the UDP, TCP,

or WebSocket payload, the frame is accepted. Otherwise, the frame
is discarded.

(2) Address anonymization. To improve privacy, ndntdump
performs XOR-based anonymization on MAC address and IP ad-
dress fields in Ethernet/IPv4/IPv6 headers as well as the X-Forward-
ed-For HTTP header on the WebSocket Upgrade request. For each
IPv4/IPv6 address, the leading 24/48 bits are kept, so that an analyst
may cross-reference the IP subnet with BGP and geolocation data
but cannot identify individual hosts. As part of this work, we offer a
basic level of anonymization, which might not be appropriate in all
situations. If necessary, users have the option to augment our toolkit
with any additional state-of-the-art anonymization technique [10].

(3) Payload blanking. Payload fields, such as the Applica-
tionParameters field in Interest packets and the Content field
in Data packets, account for most of the packet length but their
values are rarely of interest in traffic analysis. Therefore, ndntdump
replaces the TLV value of each payload field with a string of zeros.
This operation does not change the TLV length of the zeroed-out
fields or the overall packet length, but drastically improves the
compressibility of the output files. On the other hand, this operation
would change the implicit digest of a Data packet, so that an analyst
who wants to match Data packets against full-name Interests must
perform the match with exact-name only and always assume the
implicit digest component matches the Data packet.

After online processing, ndntdump produces two output files:
a “packets” file and a “records” file. The packets file contains
Ethernet frames that carry NDN traffic. It is written in pcapng
format [44] and compressed with the zstd algorithm. Each packet
contains the same protocol headers as captured, after applying
address anonymization and payload blanking. The records file
contains a machine-readable description of each packet. It is written
in newline-delimited JSON (NDJSON) format [16] and compressed
with zstd. Each packet is represented by a JSON object that contains
the fields described in Table 1.

Table 1: Packet information available in JSON format.

Packet direction Incoming or Outgoing
Flow key String identifying UDP/TCP flow
Packet type Interest, Data, Nack, or Fragment
Packet size At NDNLPv2 layer and at network layer
Interest packet fields Name, CanBePrefix, MustBeFresh, For-

wardingHint, InterestLifetime, HopLimit
Data packet fields Name, ContentType, FreshnessPeriod,

FinalBlockId
Nack packet fields NackReason, plus the fields from the en-

closed Interest

3.2.1 Handling Fragments. NDN nodes perform hop-by-hop frag-
mentation and reassembly [3] so that packets larger than the link
MTU can be transported. Packets larger than the MTU are frag-
mented by NFD per the NDNLPv2 protocol [28, 41] before transmis-
sion on the wire, which is then captured by ndntdump. To recover
the whole Interest/Data packet, it is necessary to reassemble those
fragments. However, performing reassembly in ndntdump would
significantly increase RAM usage and exceed the RAM budget we
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are allowed to use on the testbed routers. Therefore, we took a
different approach to extract the packet fields. For an NDNLPv2
packet that carries the first fragment of an Interest/Data packet, nd-
ntdump parses the packet with a truncation-tolerant TLV decoder.
According to the NDN packet format [26], the most interesting
fields (i.e., those in the records output file) of an Interest/Data
packet appear at the front of the packet before payload and sig-
nature fields. As long as the Name is not too long, we can extract
the desired information using this technique. A trade-off is that
ndntdump cannot identify the payload fields in subsequent frag-
ments, so that it cannot perform payload blanking and the output
file becomes less compressible.

3.2.2 Deployment. We deployed ndntdump as a Docker container
on four NDN testbed routers in North America (fig. 1). In our deploy-
ment, the capture source includes not only the Ethernet adapter
through which NFD communicates with other routers and end
hosts over UDP, but also the loopback network interface that carries
decrypted WebSocket traffic between nginx and NFD (fig. 2). The
traffic dumpers were scheduled to run between 05:00 and 08:00 UTC
every day.

4 DATASET DESCRIPTION AND USAGE
The dataset was collected over a duration of 3 hours every day
for 7 days. On each day, we arranged the file transfer and video
streaming applications to create different traffic scenarios:

A. Baseline traffic from NLSR and other testbed users.
B. File transfer, with producer connected to UCLA and con-

sumer connected to WU.
C. Video streaming, with producer connected to UCLA and

consumer connected to WU.
D. Both applications, with producers connected to UCLA and

consumers connected to WU.
E. Both applications, with producers connected to UCLA and

consumers connected to WU, MEMPHIS, ARIZONA.
F. Both applications, with producers connected to UCLA, MEM-

PHIS, ARIZONA and consumers connected to WU.
G. Both applications, with producers connected to UCLA and

consumers connected to WU. In this scenario, end hosts are
located at multiple FABRIC sites so that they have different
latencies to the testbed routers.

Each day’s trace is stored in four zstd-compressed pcapng files,
containing the packets captured on the four chosen testbed routers.
Table 2 lists the basic statistics of the traces, grouped by scenario.
The packet counts reflect the totals from all four routers together.
“Size” is the total traffic volume at the NDNLPv2 layer. “CBP” and
“MBF” denote the percentage of Interests carrying the CanBePrefix
and MustBeFresh flags, respectively.

4.1 Traffic Analysis
This section presents a preliminary analysis of the collected packet
traces.

4.1.1 Name Prefixes. Figure 3 shows the name length in terms
of components and bytes. It is derived from the packet trace of
scenario E at the ARIZONA router, where a subset of consumers for
both file transfer and video streaming applications are connected.

Table 2: Basic statistics of the traces for each scenario.

Total packet count Size CBP MBF

Interests Data Nacks (MiB) (%) (%)

A 149,683 84,617 10,699 62 59.55 81.26
B 10,041,803 9,906,857 35,350 60,604 1.23 1.56
C 1,533,686 1,074,899 11,388 3,987 24.02 25.95
D 10,352,712 10,152,325 10,360 60,858 2.24 2.74
E 6,353,608 5,908,883 15,645 34,487 3.87 4.81
F 14,823,353 14,535,375 6,899 87,706 1.59 1.94
G 10,330,511 13,271,744 7,015 80,548 1.59 2.18
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Figure 3: Name length distribution at ARIZONA router.
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Figure 4: Popular name prefixes at ARIZONA router.

We can see that most names have either 4 or 6 components, which
can be attributed to the names used by our two applications. Other
names are scattered between 3 and 14 components in length, which
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may include those from NLSR and other testbed users. In terms of
bytes, most names fall between 20 and 130 bytes. A small number
of names are over 600 bytes long, which can be attributed to the
PSync Interests and replies sent by NLSR.

Figure 4 shows the three most popular name prefixes, derived
from the same packet trace. We see that our two applications have
taken the top 2 or 3 spots when aggregated by the leading 1, 2, or
3 components of their name prefixes. Looking at longer prefixes,
we have observed various names used by NFD prefix registration
commands, routing protocol traffic, and ndnping traffic for testbed
monitoring purposes.

4.1.2 Throughput. Figure 5 shows the network throughput over
time in terms of packets and Mbps in scenario E. This scenario
has both file transfer and video streaming applications, all produc-
ers are connected to the UCLA router, and consumers are spread
among WU, MEMPHIS, and ARIZONA. We can see that the traf-
fic at UCLA is lower than the sum of the traffic measured on its
adjacent routers WU and ARIZONA (MEMPHIS is not a neighbor,
see fig. 1). This suggests that NDN in-network caching has been
effective in satisfying some Interests locally without forwarding
them to the producer.

4.1.3 CanBePrefix and MustBeFresh. The columns labeled “CBP”
and “MBF” in Table 2 show the percentage of Interests that carry
the CanBePrefix and MustBeFresh flags, respectively. This kind of
Interests are often used for name discovery. We can see that these
percentages are high in the baseline scenario A, but are substantially
lower in all scenarios that include file transfers, because the file
transfer consumer uses these flags sparingly.

4.1.4 InterestLifetime and FreshnessPeriod. Figure 6 shows the dis-
tribution of InterestLifetime and non-zero Data FreshnessPe-
riod, aggregated over all 7 days of traces. We see that 2000ms is the
most popular InterestLifetime. Values just under 2000ms are
also frequently observed; this is likely caused by NDN-DPDK for-
warders decrementing the InterestLifetime field by the amount
of time the packet spent in the queues. The default InterestLife-
time of 4 seconds is also common.

The most frequent FreshnessPeriod value by far is zero, which
accounts for 97.3% of Data packets but has been excluded from
the plot. Other popular values are 1ms, 1 second, 10 seconds, and
30minutes.

4.1.5 HopLimit. Figure 7 shows the distribution of Interest Hop-
Limit, aggregated over all traces. We see three peaks at and below
32, 64, and 255. These can be attributed to the default HopLimit
settings in various NDN implementations.

4.1.6 NLSR Data Packet Sizes. Figure 8 shows the distribution of
Data packet sizes for NLSR traffic (Data name contains the com-
ponent “nlsr”), aggregated over all 7 days of traces. We observe
four peaks around 300, 900, 1700, and 3500 bytes. These can respec-
tively be attributed to: (1) HELLO replies and single LSDB records,
(2) PSync replies, (3) full LSDB coordinates dataset, (4) full LSDB
names dataset.

4.2 Using the Dataset in Simulations
We expect that one of the main uses of the dataset will be to drive
simulations aimed at studying the behavior of NDN networks and
improving the state of the art in various areas, from forwarding
strategies to caching policies, from cybersecurity to performance
optimizations. To facilitate that, we developed a pair of proof-of-
concept consumer/producer applications for ndnSIM [24], one of
the most popular NDN simulators used by the research community.
These simulated applications are driven by ndntdump’s records
output file (see section 3.2). The consumer can replay Interests at the
proper time offsets, with the same InterestLifetime and Must-
BeFresh values as in the traffic trace. The producer will respond to
those Interests whose name appears in the trace, but only supports
exact matching and does not take any other Data fields from the
trace into account. Our plan for the future is to improve these
programs to reproduce the traffic more faithfully.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
Capturing a realistic traffic trace of an experimental protocol such
as NDN presents some unique challenges. While our dataset strives
to cover the most common use cases encountered in NDN-related
academic literature, it also comes with a few limitations that the
user should be aware of.

Diversity of applications. There are only a handful of NDN appli-
cations today that are sufficiently mature and that could be used
to emulate a realistic usage of the network. Indeed, while a fair
amount of NDN-based software has been developed over the years,
a significant portion of it has a narrow scope, primarily driven by
the authors’ research needs, and consequently tends to be aban-
doned soon after reaching its goals. Once that happens, the software
rapidly succumbs to bit rot and becomes unusable. It is our hope
that, as the NDN community grows and the protocol stabilizes,
maintaining the software over longer periods of time will become
less burdensome and a wider array of applications will be readily
available to create more diversified traffic traces. We are currently
evaluating additional types of applications for inclusion in future
trace collections.

Traffic mix. While we used real NDN applications in all our col-
lection scenarios, we do not claim that the resulting traffic mix is
representative of an hypothetical future NDN network. It is well
known [33] that today’s Internet traffic is largely dominated by
video streaming, with web browsing and downloads (games, mobile
app stores, file sharing) a distant second. However, this does not
automatically imply that an “NDN-based Internet” will exhibit sim-
ilar patterns of network usage. In fact, certain key features of NDN,
such as caching and multicasting, have the potential to drastically
reduce the volume of traffic generated by applications that are tra-
ditionally considered bandwidth hungry [8, 9]. The proliferation
of applications based on Sync protocols [25, 47] can further alter
the traffic composition in novel ways. As we gain more experi-
ence from deployments of NDN in the wild, we plan to adjust our
methodology to more closely mimic the natural traffic mix seen in
real environments.

Traffic anonymization. While the current anonymization approach
we have employed is relatively basic and “best effort”, this was a
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Figure 5: Throughput measured in scenario E at the 4 routers.
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conscious choice. This decision sought to keep the complexity of
the dumper’s implementation in check, especially considering that
the primary focus of our paper does not lie in the intricacies of
anonymization techniques. We note that the task of anonymizing
NDN traffic could very well be a rich topic for a separate in-depth
study. Moving forward, we intend to explore this area as a prospec-
tive avenue for further NDN research.

Testbed scale. As explained in section 3, the NDN testbed operates
as an overlay network over the public Internet, with routers in four
continents. On the other hand, FABRIC is primarily U.S.-centric
and currently provides only one Internet peering point, located
in Washington, DC. Therefore, we limited our traffic collection
points to the routers located in North America, to avoid inefficient
routing over intercontinental links that would be atypical in a real
network. We are actively exploring the use of additional testbeds
and commercial cloud providers as a platform to run larger scale
collection campaigns on multiple continents, with consumers and
producers spread across the globe.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper describes our attempt at creating a framework and asso-
ciated tools to generate realistic NDN traffic traces and demonstrate
applicability to NDN research. The developed tools include (a) an

efficient NDN traffic capture tool with compression and anonymiza-
tion features, as well as associated scripts that automate the col-
lection of traffic traces, and (b) a set of programs that facilitate the
analysis of NDN traces and allow for the extraction and visualiza-
tion of common traffic metrics. Leveraging the NDN testbed and
NSF’s FABRIC, we deployed our tools and collected real-world NDN
traffic traces. An initial analysis of the traces shows the potential
for providing valuable insights to NDN researchers.

This initial effort helped us identify possible next steps, such as
including additional types of applications in future trace collections
and carrying out longer captures on a wider scale, with application
endpoints spread across the globe. Our roadmap also includes more
streamlined sharing of datasets with the community, in particular
a portal that will allow others to contribute their own traces and
a web-based frontend to easily visualize the data. We believe that
this collaborative capability will enhance, among other things, the
reproducibility of NDN research results.

DISCLAIMER
Any mention of commercial products or reference to commercial
organizations is for information only; it does not imply recommen-
dation or endorsement by NIST, nor does it imply that the products
mentioned are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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Appendix A DATASET AND TOOLS
This work is part of a continuous data collection effort. The latest
version of these tools and the continuously growing set of traffic
traces is available at: https://www.tntech-ngin.net/datasets.
All artifacts produced in this work are open-source and publicly
available. See the table below for details.

Table 3: Links to the full dataset of traces and the tools we
used at the time of writing this paper.
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compressed packet traces
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https://github.com/tntech-ngin/ndn-traffic-
capture-scripts

Scripts to automatically cap-
ture traffic with ndntdump

https://github.com/tntech-ngin/ndn-traffic-
plotting-scripts

Various plotting tools for
NDN packet traces

https://github.com/tntech-ngin/ndn-traffic-
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Sample application to replay
packet traces in ndnSIM
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